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Epic Galaxy. Epic Network.

MONTREAL
2100, Marcel-Laurin Blvd.
Ville St-Laurent
514-856-1884
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Place Alexis-Nihon
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Les Galeries de Hull
320, St-Joseph blvd
819-663-8580
819-775-3687

on approved credit with financing and a
Rogers Infinite TM plan.2

Offer subject to change without notice. A Setup Service Fee of $50 per line applies to set up your device and related services. Taxes extra. 1 Rogers was ranked first in the umlaut Mobile Data Performance audit in Q2, 2021. Rogers achieved Best In Test in the umlaut Mobile Network Benchmark Canada for 2021.
Visit https://www.umlaut.com/en/benchmarking/canada. Largest based on total square kilometers of Rogers 5G coverage compared to published coverage of other national networks. 2 0% APR on approved credit with a financing agreement (FA) and a Rogers Infinite plan. A down payment may be required based
on our evaluation of your credit. FA based on full price plus applicable taxes (excluding promo credits, if applicable, which are applied monthly on your bill for as long as your FA is in place); if your FA is terminated your outstanding financing balance becomes due. If your wireless plan is cancelled, the outstanding
financing balance becomes due. The promo credit (if applicable) will end in both cases. TMRogers & Design and related brand names and logos are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. or an affiliate used under license. © 2022 Rogers Communications.

June Borough Council Meeting

Council travels to Saint-Michel for June borough council meeting

Villeray, le Centre Lasallien Saint-Michel, Vue
sur la Relève, la Corporation d’éducation jeunesse, Espace Multisoleil, La Grande Porte, La
Joie des enfants, les Loisirs communautaires
Saint-Michel et l’Organisation des jeunes de
Parc-Extension (P.E.Y.O.),” said Mayor Lavigne
Lalonde.
“There will also be two public pianos this
year in the borough: one on the square of the
William-Hingston complex and the other at
the corner of Jean-Talon Street East and 16th
Avenue,” added the Mayor, explaining that the
schedule will be available on the city’s website
and through QR codes displayed in parks across
the borough.

MATIAS BRUNET-KIRK

LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER
matias@newsfirst.ca

The borough held its regularly scheduled
monthly borough council meeting last Tuesday
evening, where elected officials met to answer
questions from citizens and vote on borough
initiatives.
This month, the borough council meeting was
held at Centre René-Goupil in Saint-Michel.
Mayor Laurence Lavigne Lalonde spoke of the
summer Été-O-Parc programming as well as the
recently published 2021 fiscal report.
The meeting takes place on the first Tuesday of
each month when citizens can attend in person
or virtually. Citizens can send in their questions
to be answered by the mayor, city councillors
and borough administrators.
Present at the meeting were Borough Mayor
Laurence Lavigne Lalonde and city councillors Mary Deros, Sylvain Ouellet, Josué Corvil
and Martine Musau Muele, along with city
employees.

2021 fiscal report

This month, the borough published its annual
report on spending for the 2021 fiscal year. The
report outlines spending for the past year and
compares it to what had been budgeted, including spending on salaries, road repairs and sports
and recreation among others.
“In the document, you will find the financial results of the functioning budget for the
borough in the fiscal year of 2021 and the Plan
décennal d’immobilisations,” explained Borough
Mayor Laurence Lavigne Lalonde.
In 2021, the borough found itself with a
surplus of $3,342,000, up from the anticipated
$542,000 deficit laid out in the 2021 budget. This
is mainly due to a surplus in borough revenues
and a decrease in borough spending.

Creating resilient
neighbourhoods

Mayor Lavigne Lalonde spoke of the policy
directions of the borough at the start of the
meeting. “The ecological transition and green-

The borough council submitted its
annual spending report for the 2021 fiscal
year. Photo: Villeray — Saint-Michel —
Parc-Extension
ing are of course at the heart of many projects
and interventions because we consider it is time
to act on climate change,” she said.
“Active and sustainable mobility will be facilitated and encouraged notably because of its
environmental solutions but also because it
allows more people to be able to get around in a
safe, efficient and affordable way,” she continued.
Quality of life was front and centre in the
borough’s objectives, with the mayor explaining
that more would be done to provide people
with dignified living arrangements and to create
more dynamic neighbourhoods.
“All this allows our neighbourhoods to become
more human, more welcoming and more resilient,” added the Mayor.

Parking permits renewal and
price increase

The Borough Council also reminded residents
with cars that it is time to renew on-street
parking permits. “If you have one, be sure to
go and get it,” said Mayor Lavigne Lalonde in
her opening remarks.
“In the borough, we decided to ensure that we

have pricing that reflects our environmental
transition engagements,” said the Mayor, adding
that residents, “will receive in a letter the new
prices which have increased and are related to
our ecological transition objectives.”
“There are many people who say ‘well this is
just another expense, but it’s also important to
remind ourselves that the maintenance of one
parking space costs the borough between $800
and $1,000 a year,” said the Mayor, adding that
the price of the permit remained fair.
The new pricing is related to the size of vehicle
engines. For example, parking for vehicles with
a displacement of fewer than 2 litres will be
priced at $76, while vehicles rated at 3 litres
or more will pay $111.50. Electric vehicles will
only be charged $53 and people with reduced
mobility or with a low income can also benefit
from rebates. More information is available on
the city’s website.
The next borough council meeting will be
held on Tuesday, Jun. 7, 2022. Residents can
tune in virtually or in-person and send in their
questions to be answered by borough officials.

Été-O-Parc

The borough council also announced a financial contribution totalling $140,135 to nine partner organizations under the Summer Animation
Program - Day Camp and Park Project section
for activities and recreation throughout the
summer.
Activities will include reading and library
workshops, free public concerts, sports and
leisure activities and outdoor art exhibitions.
“We have a great offer in the borough, so here
we are offering a financial contribution to Patro

Séance publique
du conseil
d’administration
22 juin 2022 à 17 h

Visitez :
exo.quebec/seancespubliques

The report outlines spending for the year compared to what had previously been
budgeted. Photo: Villeray—Saint-Michel—Parc-Extension
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Understanding Universal Health Care Reform
Options: Cost- Sharing for Patients

C

omprehensive measures of performance
indicate that Canada routinely lags behind
its international peers on key metrics of how its
health-care system performs—despite ranking
amongst the most expensive universal healthcare systems in the developed world. It is, therefore, unsurprising that a growing proportion
of Canadians seem open to the possibility of
fundamental reform of health care in Canada.
However, major hurdles exist as a result of
faulty perceptions about how other countries
with universal health-care insurance coverage
provide and finance their health-care systems.
This study—the third in the series,
Understanding Universal Health Care Reform
Options—documents the presence of mechanisms for cost-sharing by patients in 28 universal
health-care systems; and evaluates the feasibility
and desirability of introducing similar policies
in Canada.
Patients in Canada are currently fully covered
for the costs of insured medical services; that is,
patients are not directly billed for any portion
of their care. Economic theory suggests that
the distorting effects of such first-dollar insurance coverage can lead to excess demand for
medical care accompanied by loss of social
welfare. In Canada, the rationing of services
through long wait times is one such by-product of excess demand. Economic theory also
offers a set of tools to mitigate the magnitude
of this social-welfare loss through cost-sharing
mechanisms. These include deductibles—an
amount up to which individuals are exposed to
the full cost of treatment, after which insurance
covers expenses; co-insurance payments—a

#NewsMatters:
The National
Assembly Report
By Raquel Fletcher

MarieChantal Chassé’s short-lived political career was not an easy one: the former
environment minister, relegated to the backbenches early on in the CAQ’s mandate was
publicly ridiculed for her apparent lack of
confidence when speaking with the media.
In an emotional and moving speech last
week in the house, she said goodbye to her
colleagues and her constituents. She is one of
more than a dozen women MNAs who have
announced they will not be seeking re-election, a number of whom after only serving
one term. Politics is, after all, a nasty business.
However, Chassé’s final address was surprisingly positive: “I began this adventure with
courage, with audacity and with a lot, a lot
of enthusiasm. And I found myself at that
moment with the file of the utmost importance
for humanity… For my children, I couldn’t say
no,” she said.
When things did not go as planned, she
explained, she got back up, also for her children, three daughters, and set out to rebuild
her credibility one person at a time.
“I also got up again for women because I want
them to believe that we can be daring, that we
can take leaps in the dark, take leaps ahead,
that we can trip, get up and end up stronger
through it all,” she said, before delivering her
powerful clincher:
“I hope with all my heart that my journey will
not deter other women from daring to make
these leaps… We are often hesitant, perfectionist, we are never good enough. I say to
women, I have a responsibility to say to you:

certain percentage of the cost of each unit of
treatment that is to be borne by the individual;
and co-payments—a fixed amount paid by the
patient per unit of treatment.
This study finds that the vast majority of
universal health-care systems around the
world (22 of 28) expect patients to share in
either the cost of outpatient primary care,
outpatient specialist care, or acute inpatient
care (though the latter is relatively less
common) via deductibles (rarely), co-insurance
charges, and co-payments. Notably, 8 of the 10
top-performing high-income universal healthcare countries have some form of cost-sharing
arrangement. These include Australia, Belgium,
France, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Sweden, and Switzerland. In contrast, Canada
is one of a small minority of only 6 countries
(of the 28 examined in this report) that either
entirely eschew cost-sharing by patients or do
not generally expect patients to share in the
cost of treatment (except for specific situations
and purely private options) for core medical
services within their standard universal healthcare framework.
The wide-spread adoption of cost-sharing
is unsurprising given its theoretical ability to reduce—or temper—the demand for
unnecessary health-care services. This theory
is supported by a wealth of empirical studies
that broadly confirm that cost-sharing mechanisms can reduce the use of ambulatory care
without necessarily resulting in adverse consequences for the population. However, because
the tempering effect of cost-sharing payments
extends to both essential and non-essential

care, and because such reductions in medical
care can have a disproportionate impact on
vulnerable groups, it is important to provide
these vulnerable populations with appropriate
protection. Particular care should be taken to
avoid large deductibles for mental health care
and essential pharmaceuticals. This conforms
with the approach taken by the 8 successful
universal health-care countries identified in
this report, which employ generous safety nets,
set annual caps on out-of-pocket spending,
and ensure exemptions for at-risk populations.
Cost-sharing mechanisms should not,
however, be looked at as a blunt tool for overall
cost-savings in the short run. Rather, if designed
correctly, cost-sharing mechanisms can serve
as a tool to encourage the appropriate use of
medical services and reduce the magnitude of
rationing as a result of excess demand. There is
some support for this in the correlation coefficients calculated in this study, which suggest
countries that employ cost-sharing mechanisms may have shorter wait times for elective
treatment.
The findings of this study suggest that Canada
should consider reform that would allow provinces to experiment with, and design, a system
that requires patients to share directly in the
cost of medical care while protecting vulnerable
populations in order to reduce social-welfare
loss. Unfortunately, cost-sharing mechanisms
for medically necessary care are explicitly
prohibited by the Canada Health Act and
financial penalties will be imposed on provinces
found in violation.
Bacchus Barua

‘Go, girl, go!’ Prove to me, girls, that the fact
that I got up again inspires you, dares you to
take chances – that my journey helps you to
believe even more in yourselves.”
It was an eloquent message addressed to
those women who might just feel compelled
to take that baton Chassé is passing on to
them, if not for her party than for one of the
opposition parties gearing up for the upcoming fall election.
While all bets are on François Legault and
the CAQ forming another strong majority
government, there’s no end of issues to be
debated which might draw in new candidates
ready to take that leap of faith into the world
of politics.
Legault, who is running on his track record
overall, will have a much tougher time convincing Anglophones his track record with them
is worth voting for. Bill 96, scrapping the
Dawson College expansion, and refusing to
participate in an English language debate have
created strong divisions between his party and
English-speaking Quebecers. Still, as he did in
2018, the premier is asking them to “join us.”
“My message to anglophones is still the same,”
he said at his end of session press conference
last Friday. “But we have to all agree that it’s
important to protect French in Quebec.”
“People are extremely frustrated, but not
only the Anglophones, people in general,” said
Liberal Leader Dominique Anglade at her end
of session press conference, also on Friday.
“We have to stop dividing ourselves because
what’s ahead of us is going to be also a tough
period in terms of the economy.”
Anglade is also trying to get back into the
good graces of her Anglophone base after
her party proposed an amendment to Bill 96,
which will now require students attending
English CEGEPs to take more classes in

French. Anglade has recognized on more than
one occasion that this unpopular amendment
was a mistake, but if elected, she said it won’t
be repealed.
For Quebec Solidaire, the ballot box question
will be the rising cost of living.
“We are in the middle of the worst inflation
crisis in 30 years,” said QS co-spokesperson
Gabriel Nadeau-Dubois. “François Legault’s
$500 has already been spent a long time ago.”
He continued: “The CAQ has become
the party of François Legault’s obsessions:
Louisiana, immigration. I think Quebecers
have other priorities.”
Although he has been heavily criticized for
his comments that Quebec could become the
next Louisiana if it didn’t do more to protect
the French language, the premier is sticking
to his position.
“It might shock some people to say that
Quebec wants more powers when it comes
to immigration to protect French, but I’m a
more or less straight forward guy who doesn’t
beat around the bush. So I think it’s a question
of saying clearly to Quebecers where we stand,”
he explained.
Despite the CAQ’s recruiting two high-profile former sovereigntist candidates (Bernard
Drainville and Caroline St-Hilaire), the Parti
Quebecois still isn’t convinced a nationalist
approach is the best bet for Quebec.
“It’s crystal clear that, no matter how many
CAQ representatives there will be in this house
after the next election, it will not change the
fact that Ottawa will not say yes to things
that, according to the Premier, are vital to
the survival of our nation,” said PQ Leader
St-Pierre Plamondon.
Independence is “the reason of our existence”
he said and he plans to campaign on that point
“with all the energy possible.”

Interest rates, affordability and availability pose challenges
Half of non-homeowners unlikely to enter housing market, says new CPA study
NEWSFIRST - Despite historically being one of the top
life goals for Canadians, the prospect of home ownership for
non-owners remains far from reach, according to a new study
conducted by Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada.
The Housing Headache study found that half of Canadians
who do not currently own a home believe it is unlikely that they
will ever be able to purchase one. And, while the other half are
optimistic about home ownership, only one-in-five (21 per cent)
think it is very likely they’ll enter the housing market, while 29
per cent think it is just somewhat likely.

currently don’t own a home, three-in-four Gen Z respondents
and seven-in-10 Millennials remain confident they will buy a
house in the future. While their rates of current homeownership are much higher than the younger cohorts, of those older
Canadians who do not own a home, optimism about ever doing
so is much lower at just 38 per cent for Gen X and 13 per cent
for Boomers.

Homeowners still face challenges

The hurdles to home ownership

According to CPA Canada’s Housing Headache study, currently
just over half of respondents own a house (53 per cent), while 45
per cent rent or lease. The study dived deeper into the reasons
that prevent renters becoming owners and, not surprisingly,
89 per cent of respondents cited the threat of interest rates
increasing as the greatest challenge to owning their own home.
Other hurdles cited include:
• Affording a down payment (84 per cent).
• Affording renovations for 83 per cent, meanwhile an equal
number cite housing availability in their desired area as a
challenge.
• Affording taxes and mortgage payments are equal at 81
per cent.
• Income stability worried 69 per cent.
“Home ownership remains a priority for many yet what it takes
to get there for so many Canadians is becoming increasingly challenging,” said Doretta Thompson, CPA Canada’s financial literacy
leader. “The popular wisdom used to be to buy the largest house
you could possibly afford, however it’s important to define your
personal goals, balance them with means and look to multiple

Doretta Thompson, CPA Canada’s financial literacy leader.
ways to ensure financial security. Owning a physical asset isn’t
the only definition of success.”

Gender and generational divides

Across the board, women tend to be more likely than men to
view home ownership considerations as representing challenges
for them. For example, interest rate hikes are a concern for 93
per cent of women compared to 85 per cent of men and affording
a down payment is daunting for 86 per cent of women versus
81 per cent of men.
Additionally, 31 per cent of parents with adult children living
in their house report that their kids are still living at home
because housing is too expensive. Despite this, of those who

The housing headache persists for those who do own their
homes. Many Canadians are struggling with the very things that
renters identified as barriers to home ownership:
Three-in-five homeowners say that affording necessary renovations is challenging for them; meanwhile, 46 per cent are
struggling with the costs of basic home maintenance.
Two-in-five indicate that mortgage payments and property
taxes are hard to keep up with, while 35 per cent find utility
payments challenging.

Easing the housing headache

Although home ownership feels far away for many Canadians,
it doesn’t mean the goals of a happy lifestyle and long-term
financial security are beyond reach.
“Shifting your mindset and taking a hard look at expectations
can be a good place to start when it comes to managing the
housing headache,” stated Thompson. “Weigh your needs against
wants and consider what you can afford based on your income
and lifestyle. For some, that may mean rethinking the size and
or location of a housing purchase. For others, it might mean
a longer-term rental strategy – or even an indefinite rental
strategy – with complementary saving and investment goals to
secure your long-term financial future.”
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Thanks for
everything,
Dad
Do you have a wonderful dad? Do
you tell him often enough how
much you love him and how lucky
you are to have him? Take advantage of Father’s Day to let him
know, in person or in a letter,
thanking him for everything he’s
done — and still does — for you.

•

•
•
•
•

If you’re not sure where to start,
here are a few ideas that may speak
to your relationship:
• Thank him for attending your
dance performances, piano re-

citals, hockey games or volleyball tournaments
Thank him for driving you to
medical appointments, extracurricular activities and your
friends’ houses
Thank him for reassuring you
when you’re scared or worried
Thank him for listening to your
joys, disappointments and
dreams
Thank him for supporting you
in difficult times and encouraging you every step of the way
Thank him for giving you sound
advice on important decisions,
like buying your first car

Finally, thank your dad for the
great childhood memories, family
holidays, funny stories and dad jokes. Above all, tell him you love him
for being there for you and for
being himself.

4 amazing dads from movies
Father’s Day is just around the corner. A great
way to celebrate the occasion is by watching a
movie with your dad. Here are four that feature fantastic fathers.
1. LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
Guido Orefice is an optimistic, cheerful man.
When he and his family are interned in a Nazi
concentration camp, Guido turns the experience into a game to spare his young son the
cruel truth.
2. THE INCREDIBLES
Bob Parr, also known as Mr. Incredible, is a loving and proud father of three. What’s more,
he considers being a supportive and involved
dad just as important as fighting crime.
3. THE PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS
After his wife abandons them, Chris Gardner
must raise his son alone. Based on a true
story, this father does everything in his power
to ensure his child’s well-being, even when
they’re forced to live on the street.
4. ANT-MAN
Several Marvel movies are known for their
problematic father figures, but Scott Lang is
an exception. Even after he becomes Ant-Man,
this dad’s number-one priority is his daughter, Cassie.
There are countless admirable fathers portrayed on the big screen. Who’s your top pick?

J’aimerais souhaiter
à tous les papas

Le très hon. / The Rt. Hon.

Justin P. J. Trudeau
Député / MP Papineau

I would like to wish
all the fathers

Happy
Father’s Day !

MARY DEROS

1100 Crémazie Est, Bureau 220, Montreal (QC), H2P 2X2
T: 514-277-6020 E-mail: justin.trudeau.c1c@parl.gc.ca

Conseillère de la Ville du district de Parc-Extension
Présidente du C.C.U. & Vice-présidente de la commission
de la diversité sociale et la diversité montréalaise

514 872-3103 | mary.deros@montreal.ca
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Joyeuse Fête des Pères!
Happy Fathers’ Day!
All the best to every dad!

Bonne Fête
des Pères !

#newsmatters FEATURE
REACHING 384,000 OF READERS ACROSS ALL ENGLISH QUEBEC COMMUNIT Y NEWSPAPERS

WHY THIS COMMUNITY
NEWSPAPER MATTERS:

Local businesses
get post-pandemic lift
from community papers
BY RUBY IRENE PRATKA
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F
BY RUBY IRENE PRATKA

This

or small businesses around
the country, the first abrupt
lockdown of the COVID-19
pandemic came as an existential shock. Restaurants had
to shutter their dining rooms,
and thousands – nearly 3,700
across Quebec at last count –
closed for good. The hasty closures had a crippling effect on
advertising, forcing many publications to cut costs – and, in
turn, content. 

Quebec Community Newspaper Association special feature is
made possible through the generous support of our sponsors.

#newsmatters FEATURE

REACHING 384,000 OF READERS ACROSS ALL ENGLISH QUEBEC COMMUNIT Y NEWSPAPERS

 Offering free advertising at such a difficult time may seem counterintuitive, especially for a new publication. However,
that’s exactly what The 1019 Report, a biweekly newspaper launched in May 2020
in Vaudreuil-Soulanges, decided to do.
“When local restaurants had to do takeout, we offered them three months of
free advertising to get their phone numbers out there,” said Brenda O’Farrell,
editor-in-chief of The 1019 Report and
a former Montreal Gazette news editor.
“Normally, the local pizza place doesn’t
need to make an extra effort to put their
phone number out there, but at this time,
they did.”
O’Farrell says the promotion didn’t necessarily give rise to long-term paid advertising. That was not the point. It did,
however, help establish the paper as a
publication that had the community’s interests at heart. “In a crisis, if your house
is on fire, I want to be the neighbour who
runs over and says, ‘I can aim my garden
hose at your roof,” O’Farrell said.

The situation shook
everyone up, but it
made us think about
the importance of
local media. People
understand it now and
realize we’d be lesser
without it.
~ NIKKI MANTELL, THE LOW DOWN
The feature, dubbed Take Care, Take Action and Take Out, won a Quebec Community Newspaper Association Award for
best community newspaper promotion.

In spring 2020, Mantell and her colleagues launched the Low Down business directory, titled Shop Local, Folks!
They offered free 100-word advertising
slots to dozens of local businesses in the
Low Down’s print edition and created a
“distilled version” on the paper’s website.
For Mantell, like O’Farrell, the goal of the
campaign was not to pick up new paid
advertisers, although the paper did add
a few.
“We’re a small semi-rural paper; the
restaurants and boutiques are part of
what makes our community great. People
want to know about them and they need
to get the word out,” said Mantell, who
calls the relationship between community newspapers and advertisers “symbiotic.” She cites a recent reader survey
indicating that 84 per cent of Low Down
readers had patronized a local business
after seeing an ad in the paper. “When
you advertise in a local paper, you invest
in the community, and the eyes that see
your ad are people who pay to read about
their community,” Mantell said.

It can start with
someone selling baked
goods out of their
house…the businesses
we supported were a
little more established
than that, but not
much. They don’t
have a marketing or
promotional budget,
and we wanted to
give them a boost.
~ STEVE BONSPIEL,
THE EASTERN DOOR

He hopes the next generation of Mohawk
entrepreneurs are inspired by seeing
their neighbours’ beadwork or home
cooking enterprises mentioned in the
paper, even in a small ad. “It shows that
if you’re starting out with an idea, on
your kitchen table, you can be whatever
you set your mind to. If you have a little
bit of help from community media, who
knows what else could happen.”
He believes that on Mohawk territory,
community media plays a key role in
fostering the local economy. “We can’t
just rely on tobacco and big business.
We have to kindle that entrepreneurial
spark at the beginning,” he said.
The Eastern Door and the Low Down
were also recognized by the Quebec
Community Newspapers Association for
their promotional campaigns.
Mantell tips her hat to local businesses
that, early in the pandemic, proactively
bought hundreds of dollars of advertising, or donated T-shirts for the paper to
sell as a spontaneous fundraiser. “The
pandemic was terrifying for all of us at
first … but we were really touched by the
support,” she said. “The situation shook
everyone up, but it made us think about
the importance of local media. People
understand it now and realize we’d be
lesser without it.”

Steve Bonspiel is the editor and publisher
of the Eastern Door, a community newspaper serving the Mohawk community
of Kahnawake, south of Montreal. Like
Mantell, he empathizes with local entrepreneurs who nearly lost their businesses early in the pandemic, because
he also had to steer the paper through a
rough patch. Throughout December 2020,
he allowed local businesses and entre-

preneurs to place free full-colour ads in
the print edition. “We’re a community
of 8,000 people and everyone wants to
start a business,” Bonspiel said. “It can
start with someone selling baked goods
out of their house … the businesses we
supported were a little more established

than that, but not much. They don’t have
a marketing or promotional budget, and
we wanted to give them a boost.” One of
his goals is to find sponsors that would
enable the Eastern Door to run the special section year round.

VISIT QCNA.QC.CA FOR MORE
INFORMATION AND RESOURCES.
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The Low Down to Hull and Back News,
in Wakefield, also turned its attention to
supporting small businesses during the
pandemic, even as it faced its own challenges due to lost advertising.

“We thought we were going to go under,”
recalled Low Down publisher Nikki
Mantell.

Fun and games in VSP parks this summer
Free activities for all ages are on offer across the borough
MATIAS BRUNET-KIRK

LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER
matias@newsfirst.ca

Parks in the borough will see more activities and events for kids
and adults this summer, as the borough government announced
last week that it would be adding to its summer program for
sports, culture and recreation.
At June’s borough council meeting, the borough council
announced they had granted a financial contribution totalling $140,135 to nine partner organizations under the Summer
Animation Program - Day Camp and Park Project section.
It will offer parents and guardians an option for continuous
supervision service of their children during the summer season.
The borough said it would provide an enriching environment for
youth development through a varied program of recreational
activities in the parks.

Summer programming for families

Activities will take place throughout the borough, from SaintMichel to Park Extension. These include reading and library
workshops, free public concerts, sports and leisure activities
and outdoor art exhibitions.
“I invite young people, adults, families and seniors to enjoy
our summer programming,” said Borough Mayor Laurence
Lavigne Lalonde.
“The borough’s parks are increasingly sought after by residents.
This was clearly seen during the pandemic and with the recent
return of the warm weather,” she noted.

A number of free concerts will also be hosted in the park in front of the Parc Metro station from Jul. 16 to Aug 13.
Photo: Villeray—Saint-Michel—Parc-Extension
“Our activities, which are free of charge, will contribute to
making our local parks even more lively and interesting. It’s
a great way to enjoy summer in our neighbourhoods,” added
the Mayor.

Wide-array of activities

The program offered is an addition to the activities already
offered in day camps by organizations like Patro Villeray, Vue
sur la Relève, the Corporation d’éducation jeunesse and the Park
Extension Youth Organization (P.E.Y.O.).
Young and old alike will be able to take part in free library
activities such as the Roulivre or story hours all summer long.
Citizens will be able to enjoy the sports fields as well as pools,
wading pools and water games.
Outdoor shows and exhibitions from the Hors les murs program
at the Salle de diffusion de Parc-Extension and the ClaudeLéveillée cultural centre are also planned.
The borough will also install two public pianos this year, with
one on the square of the William-Hingston Centre and the
other at the corner of Jean-Talon Street East and 16th Avenue
in Petit Maghreb.
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Art and culture

Young and old alike will be able to take part in free library activities such as the Roulivre or story hours all summer
long. Photo: Villeray—Saint-Michel—Parc-Extension

Over the course of the summer, Jarry Park will host a number
of outdoor plays and theatre productions. On Jul. 6 at both 10:30
a.m. and 7:00 p.m., families with children 6 to 12 years old will
be able to enjoy Théatre la Roullotte’s production Le Nez, a play
about Mr. Pierre who discovers when he wakes up that his nose
has disappeared.
On Jul. 20, residents will be able to enjoy All Shall Be Well, a
classic theatre production inspired by Shakespeare put together
by Repercussion Theatre, at 7:00 p.m.
Jarry Park will also host Endiablée, a street dance production
put on by Montreal dance collective Forward Movements. The
show will take place on Aug. 10 at 7:00 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL AUTO BODY REPAIR & PAINTING
1385, Boul. des Laurentides, Local 103, Vimont, Laval

514 476-4565

Insurance Work Accepted • All Work Guaranteed
Expert Color Matching • Factory Genuine Parts
Import Car Specialists • Major & Minor Repairs

Outdoor wading pools and public swimming pools will open by mid-June. Photo:
Villeray—Saint-Michel—Parc-Extension
The borough will also be hosting weekly movie screenings in Jarry Park. Screenings are scheduled
for every Friday night over the month of July with movie titles to be published shortly. A number
of free concerts will also be hosted in the park in front of the Parc Metro station from Jul. 16 to
Aug 13. A full list of cultural programming is available on the borough’s website.

Sports and leisure

P.E.Y.O. will also host a dance workshop for 3 to 17-year-olds at Saint-Roch park over the
course of the summer. These will run from Jun. 27 to Jul. 8 and August 8 to 19, every Monday
and Thursday, from 5 to 6 p.m.
This is in addition to the multiple sports fields that are open in parks across the borough. A full
list is available on the city’s website as well as the online form to make reservations.
Outdoor wading pools and public swimming pools will open by mid-June. A complete list of
arts, music, sports and leisure activities is available on the city’s website.

A complete list of arts, music, sports and leisure activities is available on the city’s
website.Villeray—Saint-Michel—Parc-Extension

Residential and
commercial asphalt

Multiple sports fields in parks across the borough will be open to the public throughout the summer. Photo: Villeray—Saint-Michel—Parc-Extension

Why suffer
with infestation!
All kinds of insects
and rodents

S.D

• Free Estimate
• Written Guarantee
• Residential
• Commercial
• Industrial
www.sdextermination.com

Exterminating
Service Inc.

Serving
the
community
for over

50

years
C550279
Membre of
Canadian Association

220 Jean-Talon Ouest, Montréal, Qc. H2R 2X5
Call 514 274-1100 or 514 274-1459

AFTER

with MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OIL BASED
SEALER PROTECTION
We repair:
• Cracks
• Pot holes
• Edges of garage
entrances and
foundations
• Replacement
of drains

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Call Natale for a
FREE ESTIMATE
(514)777-3774
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Problems with pests,
insects or rodents???

BEFORE

Green thumbs in Park Ex

Borough and Ville en Vert host annual plant distribution
The borough
MATIAS BRUNET-KIRK and Ville en
LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER Vert hosted their
matias@newsfirst.ca
annual free plant
distribution on
May 20 and 21,
giving out flowers, herbs and vegetable plants to residents at
locations in both the Park Extension and François-Perreault
districts.
The initiative aims to beautify neighbourhoods by encouraging
residents to tend to their gardens while greening hot urban areas
to reduce the urban heat island effect.

Over 50,000 plants distributed

The program has been running for over 10 years and is held in
neighbourhoods across the island. In Park Ex, the distribution
was held at the north end of Jarry Park on May 20 and 21.
“In total, more than 50,000 plants were distributed to more than
1,300 citizens and 120 groups, allowing the beautification of the
Villeray-Saint-Michel-Parc-Extension borough,” said Tiphanie
Lebeaupin, spokesperson Ville en Vert.
“A huge thank you to our volunteers without whom this day
would not have been possible,” she added. Volunteers handed
out plants to the residents who had registered and gave tips and
tricks on how to care for them properly.

Elected officials among those present

Many local elected officials were present at both distributions,
including Borough Mayor Laurence Lavigne Lalonde as well as
François-Perreault and Saint-Michel city councillors Sylvain
Ouellet and Josué Corvil.
“Many of you were smiling during the borough’s annual plant
distribution last Saturday,” wrote Lavigne Lalonde, adding the
event was a success among residents.
“During my tour of François-Perrault and Jarry parks, I was
accompanied by a charming budding gardener, who was quite
happy to be surrounded by all that green,” said the Mayor, who
had brought her daughter along for the day.
“I have to say that, just like her, I love green, and I think that
you do too,” she said of the hundreds of residents that attended.
“It was a pleasure to participate in the distribution of flowers
and plants, many citizens were able to register with Ville en Vert
to reserve their spot,” said city councillor Josué Corvil. “The
whole event took place in a jovial atmosphere. Smiles were on
the faces of the residents as they arrived and left,” he added.

Compost and mulch distribution

While many types of plants were on offer, the borough also
distributed compost and mulch for use in gardens and yards.
Community organizations and local groups were also eligible for
the plant distribution. This includes groups such as non-profits,

Many elected officials were present at both distributions, including Borough Borough Mayor Laurence Lavigne Lalonde
as well as François Perreault and Saint-Michel city councillors Sylvain Ouellet and Josué Corvil. Photo: Josue Corvil
daycares, ruelles vertes committees, housing coops and seniors
homes. Approximately 120 groups collected plants and compost.

Greening to mitigate heatwaves

Residents, experts and politicians alike are increasingly speaking
of increased greening efforts to mitigate summer heat waves and
decrease the urban heat island effect.
This refers to the phenomenon where highly mineralized areas
like cities become substantially hotter than surrounding areas
due to the heat retention of solar radiation.
“Built surfaces will absorb solar radiation and later release it
as long-wave radiation,” said Dr. Raja Sengupta, an associate
professor at the McGill School of Environment and Geography
Department who researches and lectures on the matter. “It’s
actually at night that it is hotter in urban areas,” he pointed out.
Many have pointed to Park Extension experiencing some of
the hottest temperatures in Montreal, due to lack of green space

and less tree coverage than neighbouring areas like the Town
of Mount Royal.
“This is why we put in a rule that prevents a building owner
from removing grass and installing paving stones,” said city
councillor Mary Deros on borough rules that prevent property
owners from removing greenspace.

More events to come

Two weeks after the plant distribution at Jarry and FrançoisPerreault parks, Ville en Vert hosted its second annual Troque
ta plante event in Jarry Park on Jun. 4.
Strawberry and raspberry plants were on sale, as well as a plant
swap, berry workshops and a bike repair workshop to prepare
for the summer months.
Another plant distribution will be held next spring and VSP
residents are encouraged to keep up to date with the borough
and Ville en Vert news to not miss any future events.
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Thinking of Selling or Downsizing?

I CAN HELP! Call me today

for a FREE evaluation
with no obligation.
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Classifieds • Careers • Jobs
Payment:

We are hiring
- waiters/waitresses
- busboys/busgirls
- barista.

All positions are permanent,
full and part-time.
Our restaurant is very busy, so
experience is necessary for all positions.

Bistro Grec Philinos is an upscale
restaurant in Laval. We are the 2nd of
two restaurants, family owned.

1670, boul. St-Martin Ouest, Laval, Québec H7S 1M9
T: 579.640.9099 • laval@philinos.ca • www.philinos.ca
Please email your resume to the above address
or in person Wednesday-Sunday between 4-8pm.

2 EASY STEPS:
1

Book your basket online or by phone
from Monday to Thursday

2

Pickup Thursday, Friday or Saturday.
Delivery available

JOB OPPORTUNITY

3$535$

pay on
ly

VISIT OUR FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM PAGE!

@PANIERDUFERMIER

Our weekly
customers

s
a
v
e
$

ALIMENTS GOURMETS

MANAGER

CENTRAL KITCHEN HELPER

FULL TIME

FULL TIME

1755 INDUSTRIAL BLVD.
LAVAL QC

815 BOUL. ST MARTIN O.
LAVAL QC

CALL VICKY

CALL JOHN

LAVAL RESTAURANT

450 663 1165

WE BUY GOLD AND DIAMONDS
- For over 38 years -

NOW WE DELIVER IN MONTREAL
3151-B boul. DAGENAIS OUEST
(near Curé-Labelle) Laval, Québec H7P 1T8

panierdufermier.ca | panierdufermier@gmail.com

450 663 1165

auvieuxduluth.com | info@auvieuxduluth.com

450-681-1363

(514) 473-4591

MEDOR WAREHOUSE

achatorlaval.ca
Same address since 1989
1799, boul. Curé-Labelle,
Chomedey (North of St-Martin)

Before selling
elsewhere,
come see us!
Mon. to Wed. - 10am to 5:30pm
Thurs. and Fri. - 10am to 7:00pm
Saturday - 9am to noon
Sunday - Closed

X

O

SAINT-MARTIN
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In Memoriam & Obituaries
FERNANDES, Alipio
1932 – 2022
In Montreal, on Monday, June 13, 2022, at the age of
89, passed away Alipio Fernandes, husband of Albertina
Amaral. Besides his wife, he is survived by his children
Maria Celeste, José (Lili) and Danny, his grandchildren
Stephanie (Bruno), Steven, Bruno (Roxanne), Karina,
Markus and Gabriella, his great-grandchildren Rodrigo,
Angelo, Ruben, Tony, Gaby and Édouard, his sister
Ducelina Da Silva, as well as his brothers-in-law and
sisters-in-law, nephews and nieces, and several other
relatives and friends.

DEFRANCESCO, Luigi
1937 – 2022

Maintaining
the quality
life
Maintaining
theofquality
of
of your loved ones

life of your loved ones

Life insurance exists to protect the surviving
members of your family from financial loss
associated with your death. Theoretically, people who have the most to gain from taking out
life insurance are those who will leave others
in need when they die, such as a spouse or
children.

The death of a family member will have an
effect on the family budget; there will, of
course, be a drop in income if the deceased
worked, but this might be balanced by a reduction in certain expenses, such as groceries,
clothing, and transportation. In short, a sufficient amount has to be planned for so that
beneficiaries will be able to maintain the lifestyle they are used to.

By taking out sufficient life insurance, you can
guarantee the preservation of your family’s lifestyle and goals in the event of your death. The
first step is to evaluate your personal situation.
The best way to go about this is to establish
an up-to-date financial plan that takes into
account your family’s needs. The goal is to calculate
immediateexists
living expenses
that the
mustsurviving members of your family from
Lifethe
insurance
to protect
be met so that your family will not have to deal
financial
loss
associated
with
your
death. Theoretically, people who have
with any financial worries in case of death.

the most to gain from taking out life insurance are those who will leave

Adequate life insurance can prepare you
and your family for the unexpected.

An estimate of final expenses should also be made, especially funeral expenses, lawyer fees, as well as estate taxes —when a death occurs, the assets of the deceased are taxed before being passed on to heirs. The policy
holder’s debts should also be taken into consideration, such as credit card
balances,
a mortgage,
and pain
personal
Few
of life’s events
cause as much
as the loans.
loss of a spouse. If you have recently experienced

Outliving a spouse

such a tremendous loss, you might feel as though you are unable to survive it. It might feel as
The death
a necessary
family member
willwillpower
have antoeffect
on the family budget; there
though
you lackofthe
energy and
pull through.

will, of course, be a drop in income if the deceased worked, but this might be
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LECAS, Luciano
1929 – 2022
It is with great sadness that the family of Luciano Lecas
announce his passing on Sunday June 12th, 2022. Beloved husband of 59 years to Ines, cherished father to
Massimo (Lia) & Barbara (Victor), incredibly proud Nonno
to Liliana & Manuela, cherished family member & friend to
so many in Italy and Montreal.
He will always be remembered for his kindness, his generosity, his quick-witted jokes, his famous gnocchi, his
love of Juventus and his never-ending stories.
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Suddenly, on June 12, 2022, at the age of 84, passed
away M. Luigi DeFrancesco, husband of Maria Criniti, dear
father of Tina (Claudio DiLorenzo) and Jack (Antonietta
Rosati), and loving grandfather of Tristan, Brandon, Louie
and Noemi.
He is also survived by his brother Nicola (Carmela), his
sister-in-law Immacolata, Enza (Pino), Benny (Tina), and
family and friends.

In fact, this hard but important process consists of acknowledging and expressing your thoughts
can to
prepare
you and
yourtofamily
the unexpected.
andAdequate
feelings. Itlife
is aninsurance
essential stage
pass through
in order
survive.for
Realize
that your pain is
unique, because no one else had the same relationship you had with your spouse. Talk openly
of your loss. When you are able to express your pain you have embarked on the healing process.
You will probably experience a huge array of emotions and will need lots of energy to survive.
Confusion, disorientation, fear, guilt, and anger are just a few of the emotions that you will likely
feel.
Turning to others and accepting their support is often difficult, especially when you’re suffering so
much, but it is the most comforting gesture that you can make at this difficult time. Accept your
physical and psychological limitations. Listen to what your body and your mind are telling you.
Rest every day and eat balanced meals. Cut down on extraneous activities for a little while. Take
care of yourself and try to allow others to listen to you and care for you as well.

SAURO TURCHETTA, Giuseppina
1945 – 2022
It is with great sadness that the family of Mrs. Giuseppina
Sauro Turchetta announces her passing on June 12,
2022, at the age of 77.
Beloved wife for 53 years of the late Luigi Turchetta,
cherished mother of Giuseppe (Carmelina), Sandra
(Paolo), devoted grandmother of Stefania, Isabella, Giulia
and Gianluca. She will also be deeply missed by sister
Donna (Robert), her brothers Nick, Sal, John (Chantale)
and many relatives and friends.

Complexe funéraire • Funeral Complex

Honor and celebrate life
in accordance to your traditions, values and customs,
while easing your experience during the difficult moments.

You have begun on the road to
recovery when you are able to
express your pain.

55 Gince, Montreal • 514.228.1888 (Day & Night)
www.complexeaeterna.com

HOROSCOPE
Week of JUNE 19 TO 25, 2022
The luckiest signs this week:

TAURUS, GEMINI AND CANCER

ARIES
In your love life, a new flame will declare their
commitment to you. You may also consider the idea of
living together or starting a family. You’ll be very
imaginative this week.

Coffee Break
CROSSWORDS

TAURUS

PUZZLE NO. 127

It’s time to spoil yourself. You’ll be influenced by your
friends to go shopping. Make sure you take time to
pamper yourself; you deserve to have a good time.

GEMINI
Whether you’re single or in a relationship, someone at
work will make romantic advances that leave an
impression on you. You may also feel some pressure
from those around you.
The summer holidays are just around the corner. You’ll
plan a trip for you and your family. Don’t forget to bring
a GPS or an old map if you’re driving because you may
not have any cell service.

LEO
You’ll be impressed by your children’s grades in school
and won’t be able to refuse any of their requests. You
should expect a family member to ask you for the
moon, or at least for something beyond your
understanding.

Copyright © 2021, Penny Press

CANCER

ACROSS
1. Cut
4. Healthy resorts
8. Begone!
12. Period in history
13. Speak
14. City vehicle
15. Lingerie item
16. Up for grabs
18. Pays up
20. Was sick
21. Timeworn
22. Desperate
23. Patches of grass
26. Obstacle
27. Raven’s call
30. Proves human
31. Focal point
32. Fictional work
33. Wow!
34. Trendy
35. ____ over (studied)
36. Exchange
38. Guy’s date

39. Chose
41. Jury’s judgment
45. Classical dancer
47. Surprised shout
48. Had an obligation
49. Pre-owned
50. Soft metal
51. Results
52. Lowly
53. King Kong, e.g.
DOWN
1. Hunting dogs, for
short
2. Grimm heavy
3. Bog product
4. Sheds
5. Surfaced
6. Word of woe
7. ____ lodge
8. Part of a flight
9. San Francisco
attraction: 2 wds.
10. Wheel rod

11. Knotted
17. Cave
19. Coal measures
22. Speck
23. Relay section
24. “Bells ____ Ringing”
25. Grappled
26. Unopened flower
28. Strong brew
29. Join together
31. Bunny’s motion
32. Informed
34. Created
35. Colorful march
37. Fuses
38. Heredity factors
39. Slender woodwind
40. Chess piece
41. Travel permit
42. Minute amount
43. Fried potato snack
44. Sound quality
46. Massage

PUZZLE NO. 852

VIRGO
If you’re questioning your romantic relationship, you’ll
speak your mind to set the record straight. This
honesty will allow you to deepen your love and take the
next step forward together.

LIBRA
You’re thinking about starting your own business,
which will eventually pay off. Although discreet and
reserved, your soul mate will make themselves known.
Be patient with your significant other, especially if
they’re not very graceful.

SCORPIO
You must develop your self-esteem to make your way
in the world. This applies to your professional, romantic
and personal spheres of life. It’s equally important to
respect yourself.

HOW TO PLAY:
Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 through 9 only once.
Each 3x3 box is outlined with a darker line. You already have a
few numbers to get you started. Remember: You must not repeat
the numbers 1 through 9 in the same line, column, or 3x3 box.

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN
You’ll have to drive your young children to and from
their friend’s houses during the summer holidays.
You’ll get a loan or negotiate a reasonable price for a
major purchase.

AQUARIUS
If your relationship lacks affection, you’ll be eager to
raise the subject with your partner and set the record
straight. This openness will help improve your
relationship.
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$10,000

DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY

FREE ESTIMATION
FAST INSTALLATION

C O N C E P T G7
www.conceptg7.com

• Versatile cabinet making manufacturer
• Years of experience in residential projects
• Turnkey solutions, specialized in kitchen renovation and hardwood
flooring
• Total quality control in every stage (design - production & installation)
• Deadlines respected within budget
Visit our showroom for a free consultation

514-691-2922 | INFO@CONCEPTG7.COM

7491 Rte Transcanadienne, Ville St-Laurent, QC, H4T 1T3

FLAT PANEL, M
ODERN MODEL
starting at

$7,500
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You’ll have a take-charge attitude with your employer
or significant other. You’ll take matters into your own
hands to gain respect in all areas of your life.

Last Issues‘ Answers

CROSSWORDS

The night before a big move, you’ll be pressed for time.
Fortunately, you’ll manage to be efficient and arrange
your agenda to avoid delays, scheduling conflicts and
other inconveniences.

Visit mobifone.ca
to see all current offers
Place Forest
10539, Pie-IX Blvd.
514 325-7100

SIZZLIN’ HOT DEALS
on the Samsung Galaxy S22

0

$
DOWN

Decarie Square
6900 Decarie, Unit K001
514 739-6838
436, Jean-Talon St West
du Parc Metro
514 272-2355
680, Jarry St East
Jarry Metro
514 490-0099
MONTREAL
Complexe Desjardins
175, René-Lévesque Blvd. West
Place-des-Arts Metro
514 669-1880
Place du Quartier
(Chinatown)
1111, St-Urbain St
Place-des-Arts Metro
514 667-0077
Place Alexis Nihon
1500, Atwater Av.
Atwater Metro
514 939-5552
4190, St-Laurent Blvd.
Mont-Royal Metro
514 439-9934
Place Viau
7600, Viau Blvd.
514 887-7784
SOUTH SHORE
Valleyfield Centre
50 Dufferin, Unit 1200
Valleyfield
450 373-2335
Châteauguay Regional Centre
200 d’Anjou Blvd.,
Châteauguay
450 692-7769
NORTH SHORE
Galeries Terrebonne
1185, Moody Blvd.
Terrebonne
450 471-8972
LANAUDIERE
Galeries Joliette
1075 Firestone Blvd.
Joliette
450 499-3014
OUTAOUAIS

on approved credit and 0% interest with
Fido Payment Program,1 on select plans

Les Galeries de Hull
320, St-Joseph Blvd.
Hull
819 205-1390

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Offers subject to change without notice. A Setup Service Fee of $50 applies to set up your device and related services. Taxes extra. 1. Fido Payment Program: 0% APR on approved credit with a Fido Payment Program Agreement
(FPPA) and an eligible Fido mobile plan. A larger down payment may be required based on our evaluation of your credit. FPPA based on full price less any down payment plus taxes (excluding promo credits, if applicable, which are
applied monthly on your bill for as long as your FPPA is in place). Any down payment plus taxes is due in full upon purchase. If your FPPA is terminated or your mobile plan is cancelled, the outstanding Fido Payment Program
balance becomes due and the promo credit (if applicable) will end. TMFido and related names & logos are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc., used under licence. © 2022 Fido

